
 

 

 

 

 

 

MDX-P300  Battery Conductance and electrical system tester 

 Integrated printer provides immediate results to review with the customer 

 User –defined printout header 

 Tests 12 volt batteries and electrical systems for cars and light trucks 

 Tests starting and charging system voltage and displays results 

 Bad cell detection 

 Reverse polarity protection 

 Tests discharged batteries down to 1 volt 

 Tests multiple battery chemistries:  standard (flooded), AGM, and GEL 

 

EPX-800  Battery and Electrical Diagnostic Analyzer  

 Combines direct temperature measurement with deep scan technology to improve 

accuracy and decisiveness 

 Advanced preventative maintenance algorithms for identifying batteries as they 

approach end-of-life 

 Digital Signal Processing creates a digitized picture of the measured alternator 

output voltage to analyze the amplitude level and frequency of the diode ripple 

pattern for improved accuracy and identification of open or shorted diodes  

 Integrated printer to enhance and enforce the selling/service process 

HYB  Hybrid Battery System Analyzer 

Why you need the HYB Hybrid Battery System Analyzer: 

 Put your shop in the hybrid business 

 One person test- easy to use 

 Consistent test across all vehicle manufacturers 

 Safe-no exposure to dangerous high voltage 

 No training required  

GR8-1200  Multi-tasking Battery and Electrical Diagnostic Station 

 Quickly assesses deeply discharged batteries and recharges only the good ones 

 Isolated load test capabilities allow testing and charging of wet and AGM batteries 

 Tests and maintains battery voltage at 13.5 volts for ECM reprogramming  

 Provides boost charge and 245 amp automated Jump-start routine 

 Provides the ability to analyze the amplitude level and frequency of the ripple 

pattern for improved accuracy and identification of open or shorted diodes 

 DMM functionality for advanced diagnostics, AC/DC Volts, Volts/Amps mode, 

Temperature, Ohm meter, AC/DC Amps, Scope mode, Diode test 

 

$699.95 

$1699.95 

$1999.95 

$3999.95 


